
\\fZith the pr.esidential election
\ X / coming up next month in theYY U.S. it'seems a good rime ro

discuss the mathematics of voting, not
least because there are a variety of
mathematically determined paradoxes
and anomalies that are particuiariy per-
tinent to this presidential contest. The
way these contradictions touch on plu-
rality voting and the proceedings of the
electoral coliege will be deait with here,
as wiii the relatively new system known
as approval voting. A procedure of in-
creasing interest to political scientists,
approval voting manages to avoid many
of the logicai inconsistencies inherent in
other voting schemes.

This month's discussion of the math-
ematics of voting is written not by me
but by Lynn Arthur Steen, professor
of mathematics at St. Olaf College in
Northfield, lv{inn. The editor of Mathe-
rnatics Magazrze, Steen writes frequently
on mathematical subjects and has twice
been awarded the Mathematical Asso-
ciation of America's Lester R. Ford
award for excellence in writing. He has
also edited a variety of books, inciuding
Mathematics Today: Twel,te [nformal Es-
says (Springer-Veriag, 1978) and (with
lvlatthew P. Gaffney) Annotated Bibliog-
raphy of Expository Wnting in the Mathe-
maricat Sciences (lvlathematical Associ-
ation of America, 1976).

Ail that follows (up to my concluding
comments on previous columns) was
written by Steen, who titles his discus-
sion of voting paradoxes and anomalies
"Election Mathematics: Do All Those
Numbers lt{ean What They Say?"

1|ver the past year the prospect of aV three-way race for president of the
United States has focused public atten-
tion on the importance of strategies for
voting and on the special vagaries of the
eiectoral college. Although the compli-
cations imposed by the eiectoral college
are unique to presidentiai elections, oth-
er uncertainties imposed by three-way
contests for public office are not. When
the public must choose among more
than two alternatives, the task of making
the choice is frustraringiy difficult. The
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source of both the diftculties and the
possibie solutions is to be found in
the little-known mathematical theory of
elections.

The sociai contract of a democracy
depends in an obvious and fundamen-
tal way on a simpie mathematical con-
cept, namely the concept of a majority.
Barring the uniikely event of a tie, in
any dichotomous ballot one side or the
other must receive more than half of
the votes. When there are three or
more choices of approximately equal
strength, however, it is unlikely that
such a ballot will yield a majority deci-
sion. It is primarily for this reason that
many peopie believe the two-party sys-
tem is essential to thsstability of dernoc-
racy in the U.S., even though that system
is neither mandated nor recognized by
the Constitution.

Mathematical theory and political
idealism notwithstanding, quite often
the public does face a choice among
three or more significant alternatives.
The same problem that this year ap-
peared as Carter v. Reagan v. Anderson
has developed in other years. Such mul-
tiple-candidate contests are difficult ro
resolve fairly if there is no clear-cut ma-
jority, but they can easily arise in any
free eiection. Indeed, it foilows from
some simple mathematics that there are
practically no positions candidates in a
two-way contest can take that are invul-
nerable to attack by a third or a fourth
candidate.

If each issue in a two-candidate elec-
tion is represented by a rating of voter
preference on a one-dimensionai scale,
then regardless of the distribution of at-
titudes among the voters the optimal po-
sition for each candidate is the median:
the point that divides the electorate into
two camps of equal size. The same is
true whether public opinion is distribut-
ed normally (so that the graph of posi-
tion v. number of supporters has a sin-
gle, centered hump), is split bimodally
(so that the graph has two approximare-
iy equal humps), is skewed sharply to
one side or is divided in a highly irregu-
lar way. An exampie ot' each of these
distributions, with the median narked,

is given in the accompanying illustratron
lupper illustratton on page l8l.

Consider a trvo-candidate contest in
which one candidate,,adopts a position a
little to the left of the median and r.re
other candidate begins rvith a position ar
about the middle of the righr half of :.re
popuiation. This wouid be typical or a
centrist candidate C running againsi a
moderate right-wing candidate R. In rhis
case it is reasonable to assume that as l3r
as this particu.lar issue is concerned t,ie
voters whose preference lies to the left
of the position heid by the centrist can-
didate C wiil favor C, the voters whose
preference lies to the right of candidare
R will favor R. and the voters whose
preference lies in between wiii be diviC-
ed about evenly between the two canci.
dates. Under these circumstances, in a
preelection poll the centrist candidale
would receive a majority of the votes.

The only way for candidate R to im-
prove his standing in the poll (on this
single issue) is to shift his posirion
toward the middle of the distriburion, ro
ensure that more voters wiii be to his
right. Moving toward the center, or to
the left, w'ill always be advantageous
for the right-wing candidate. Similariy;,
a left-leaning candidate can improve
his standing with the voters by moving
toward the center, or to the right. The
median position is the only one that can-
not be improved on by'further shifting
on the part of either candidate.

There is, of course, nothing very novei
about this anaiysis. It is part of our com-
mon experience in presidential politics.
Candidates representing the right or the
left tend to begin distinctly to the righr
or Io the left and then move progressive.
ly closer to the center as they attempt to
appeal to a greater number of voters.
The appeal of the median position in a
two-candidate contest, however, is pre-
cisely what makes such a contest vulner-
able to assault from either side by a
third or a fourth candidate. In any con-
test with two candidates near lhe center
a third candidate entering on the ieft or
the right can always gain a pluraiity. In-
deed, for practically any distribution of
the electorate there are no positions in
a two-candidate contest where at least
one of the candidates cannot be beaten
by a third. ,A.s is shown in the accompa-
nying illustration llower illustration on
page I8J, there is always a piace along
the one-dimensional continuum where
a oew candidate can position himself
to displace one or more nearby can-
didates.

A single issue rarely pla.vs a deciding
role in an election. Hence election anal-
yses based on singie issues are not very
helpful, unless they can be combined to
show how to design a platform that will

-e_nsure a candidate's election. Shaping a
winning platform is a complex business,
however, because it is possible for a
platform consisting entheiy of winning,
or majority, pianks to be defeared. The
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reverse side of the coin is that a majority
platform can be constructed from mi-
nority planks. Hence a majority can be
formed from a coalition of minorities.

To see how this paradox can arise
consider the simplest possible case: a
ballot to decide two unrelated, dichoto-
mous issues. represented by resoiutions
A and B. In this case rhe voters actually
have four options:

I. Approve A and B.
II. Approve I and defeat B.
III. Defeat I and approve 8.
IV. Defeat A and B.

The voters who favor both I and I
would choose option I as their first
choice, option IV as their fourth choice
and option II as their second or third
choice, depending on whether they feel
more strongly about I or about B. The
voters who favor I but object to B might
rank the four options h the order II, L
IV and III (or II, IV, I and III). In generai
each voter wili have a preference rank-
ing for one of the 4 X 3 X 2 X I, or 21,

possible permutations of the four avail-
able options. (The rankings are by no
means equally likely; it wouid be hard
to imagine circumstances under which
many people would rank the options in
the order of preference i, IV, II, III.)

Now, for the sake of simpiicity sup-
pose 500 voters (say at a party conven-
tion) are divided into three caucuses as
foilows: caucus X, with 150 votes, ranks
the four oprions in the order I, II, III, IV;
caucus I, with 150 votes, ranks them II,
IV, I, iII, and caucus Z, with 200 votes,
ranks them III, ry, L il. In this case cau-
cuses X and Y, with 300 vores, favor
the approval of resolution I, whereas
caucuses X and Z, with 350 votes, favor
the approval of resolution 8. Because
there are different voters making up
these majorities, however, the platform
consisting of the planks "Approve l"
and "Approve .8" will be defeated b-v
the 3S0-vote block of caucuses Y and Z!

This surprising phenomenon is a spe-
cial case of the weil-known anomaly of
cyclic majorities: If three voters respec-
tively prefer A to B to C, B to C to A. and

C to A to B, then any candidate cl x 'r:

defeated by some other candidare bv
vote of two tolone in a two-cano ia.
contest. When the issues in an ele iic.
create c1'c,lic majorities, no set of 'os,

tions on the issues is invulnerable rr ar

sault by a new coalition of minor lier
another factor that encourages t..ir:
and fourth-party candidates.

The accompanying diagram ftop iilu:
tration on page 2J] shows how the ioit:
options from which party planks ir: rhr
example must be constructed creale r
variety of cyclic majorities, therebl er.
plaining how a platform consisting c:
majority planks can represent the rvii,
of only a minority. The arrows joininl
various platforms depict voting domi.
nance: the platform to which an arion
points wiil always lose to the platform ar

which the arrow originates in a dichoro.
mous contest. The winning caucuses rn

each case appear beside rhe correspond.
ing arrow. As this distribution demon.
sfates, any possible platform can be de.
feated by some other platform, and so a

real convention whose divisions resean.

Four possible shapes of public opinion
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Two candidata near median (A and B) can be defeated by a third candidate (C) and sometimes a founh (D)



ble the ones given in this e.tample couid
become mired ln an unending sequence
of platform motions, with each motion
defeating the one before.

The phenomenon of cyclic maiorities
is also responsible for the most famous
election paradox, Kenneth J' Arrow's
1951 proof that certain generally ac-
cepted desiderata for voting schemes
ari logically inconsistent. If there are
only two candidates' no problems arise'
If three or more candidates appear on a
single ballot, however, chaos reigns'

fh.t. ut" diverse schemes other than
olurality voting for determining the
winner in an elecrion. Many were sug-
gested by l8th-century schoiars- con-
ierned about implementing the demo-
cratic ideals of the French Revolution'
Although some of these proposals are
so .omplex as to be comPletely imprac-
ticai, several are still in common use'
in particular the method of assigning
points that reflect degrees oi preference
io the candidates in a contest (where the
candidate receiving the most points is
the winner) and various methods of
holding runoff elections. Yet as Arrow
has shown, none of these schemes-tn-
deed, no method other than a rationai
benevolent dictatorship-satisfies such
commonsense rules as: If ,{ is preferred
to 8, and ,8 is Preferred to C' then I
shouid be preferred to C. Cyciic maior'
ities reduce all voting schemes to un-
predictable mystery. (For a discussion
of atto*'t proof see "Mathematical
Games" for Ocrober, 1974')

Another important probiem with vot'
ing in three'oPtion contests is that in
miny circumstances a vote for the can-
didaie a person prefers most will in-
crease ths likelihood that the candidate
he prefers least will be elected' (This di-
lemma was the one often seen in An-
derson's candidacy. Vfany voters who
prelerred Anderson to Carter and Car-
ier to Reagan believed most Anderson
votes would be at Carter's expense')
The anomaly frequently leads thought-
ful voters to what is called (depending
on a voter's point of view) insincere or
sophisticated voting.

if sophisticated voting is widely prac'
ticed, it can lead to a state of serious
confusion where no one votes for his
first choice, and so the public will is

cffectively camouflaged. An Anderson
backer for whom Carter was a second
choice might have voted for Carter in-
stead of for Anderson in order lo pre-
vent the election of Reagan' If there
were enough Anderson backers who
reasoned this waY, of course, some
Reagan supPorters might have begun to
supPort .A.nderson to prevent Carter's
reiiection. The process of second-guess-
ing the voting strategies of other seg-
mints of the electorate can quickly lead
to an absurd hierarchy ot insincerity in
which the votes cast fail to reflect real
preferences. Such a Process, which it
sirould be added is rnore a part of game

Options
l. Approve resolullons A and B'

ll. Approve resolution A and defeat resolution I
lll. Deieat resolution A and approve resolution B

iV Defeat resoluhons A and B.
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A, I,
A, C,

B, A.
E'

c, A,

c. 8.

Plufality voting
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Runoff voting

A 35 t 20:55
C 40: 5=45

Favors A strongly and favors I
Opposes I stronglY and favors

Ooposes A stronglY and favors

Pornt voting
A 35(3)-30(2)-35=2C0
A 25 (3) - 6C (2) - 15: 210

c 40{3)-10(2)-50:190

l. il. lll.
il. tv I,

ilt. lv l.
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Approvai voting
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Defeat A
Approve I

XandZ Defeat A
Defeat I

Tlrree caucuses roting on two platform planks credle c-rclic majorities

theory than of ciassical voting theory,
rarely gives a legitimate mandate to the
victor.

Arrow's theorem shows there is no
"perfect" voting scheme for multicandi-
dite elections' The procedure known as

approval voting, however, manages to
r.ii..t a popular will without inducing
anyone to vote insincerely. In appro-val
uoiittg each voter marks on the ballot
every candidate who meets with his ap-
oroval. and the candidate who receives
ihe most votes of approval is the winner'

With this system it is never to a voter's
advantage to withhold a vote for his frrst
choice 'Jhiie voting for a less preferred
candidate. Indeed, if most candidates
seem to have an equal chance of win'
ning, a rational voter should vote for all
theiandidates he beiieves are above the
average of those running. To vote for
more candidates would give unneces-
sary suPport to individuals the voter
does noi-endorse, whereas to vote for
fewer candidates (say to vote oniy for
one's first choice) is to withhoid support
from an acceptable compromise candi-

date and to risk victory by an unaccept-
able candidate.

Steven J. Brams, professor of poiitics
at New York University, has described
approvai voting with the phrase ."One*i.t, n votes." it is an apt descriPtion
because approval voting is merely a way
of letting a Person cast as many votes as
he wishes, one for each acceptable can-
didate. It is easy to count votes lhat have
been cast under this system, and no run-
off elections are needed. For both theo-
retical and practicai reasons approval
voting is a good compromise between
the singie-vote baiiot that encourages
insincerity and the complete preference
oia"rittg whose complexity renders it
useiess in any praclical situation'

The accompinying iilustration lbe lowl
shows how approval voting rnight com-
pare with pturality voting, runoff voting
ind point voting in an entirely hypothet-
icai three-way contest. The number of
voters supporting each of the six possi'
bie rankings of candidates are listed in
the column "Total votes," and since C
wouid receive the largest block of frrst-
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Camparison oJ votittg nethods Jor a three'*ay race




